Abstract. This paper describes the advantages of using the anomaly detection approach over the misuse detection technique in detecting unknown network intrusions or attacks. It also investigates the performance of various clustering algorithms when applied to anomaly detection. Five different clustering algorithms: k-Means, improved k-Means, k-Medoids, EM clustering and distance-based outlier detection algorithms are used. Our experiment shows that misuse detection techniques, which implemented four different classifiers (naïve Bayes, rule induction, decision tree and nearest neighbour) failed to detect network traffic, which contained a large number of unknown intrusions; where the highest accuracy was only 63.97% and the lowest false positive rate was 17.90%. On the other hand, the anomaly detection module showed promising results where the distance-based outlier detection algorithm outperformed other algorithms with an accuracy of 80.15%. The accuracy for EM clustering was 78.06%, for k-Medoids it was 76.71%, for improved k-Means it was 65.40% and for k-Means it was 57.81%. Unfortunately, our anomaly detection module produces high false positive rate (more than 20%) for all four clustering algorithms. Therefore, our future work will be more focus in reducing the false positive rate and improving the accuracy using more advance machine learning techniques.
Introduction
Intrusion detection is a process of gathering intrusion-related knowledge occurring in the process of monitoring events and analyzing them for signs of intrusion [1] [5] . There are two basic IDS approaches: misuse detection (signature-based) and anomaly detection. The misuse detection system uses patterns of well-known attacks to match and identify known intrusions. It performs pattern matching between the captured network traffic and attack signatures. If a match is detected, the system generates an alarm. The main advantage of the signature detection paradigm is that it can accurately detect instances of known attacks. 
Clustering Algorithms
Clustering is a technique for finding patterns in unlabelled data with many dimensions. Clustering has attracted interest from researchers in the field of intrusion detection [5, 6] . The main advantage of clustering algorithm is the ability to learn from and detect intrusions in the audit data without explicit descriptions (intrusion signatures) which usually provided by security experts. There are two different approaches to clustering-based anomaly detection. The first approach is called unsupervised clustering where the anomaly detection model is trained using unlabelled data that consists of both normal as well as attack traffics. The second approach is called semi-supervised clustering where the model is trained using normal data only to build a profile of normal activity. The idea behind the first approach is that anomalous or attack data forms a small percentage of the total data. Based on this assumption, anomalies and attacks can be detected based on cluster sizes, large clusters correspond to normal data and the rest of the data points, which are outliers, correspond to attacks [5, 6, 7] .
Eskin et al. [7] and Portnoy et al. [8] introduced the use of clustering algorithms to detect network traffics anomalies. Their algorithm starts with an empty set of clusters and generates the clusters with a single pass through the dataset. First, the data set needs to be normalized (convert into Z form), it then computes the distance between each new instance and its centroid. The cluster with the shortest distance is selected, and if that distance is less than or equal W (the cluster width) then the instance is assigned to that cluster, otherwise it creates a new cluster with this instance as the centre.
Based on the previous assumption, the normal clusters (clusters which contain normal data) will have much larger number of instances compare to anomalous cluster. Eskin and Portnoy proposed an idea to model the normal traffic by selecting X percentage (where X is an input parameter) of clusters containing the largest number of instances and label them as normal and then they labeled the rest of the clusters as anomalous which might be considered as an intrusion/attack.
In this paper, we implement and compare the performance of five different clustering algorithms in our anomaly detection module which are k-Mean, improved kMean, k-Medoids, EM clustering and distance-based outlier detection algorithms.
